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Jonathan R. Donnellan (Lead Attorney);
4.
Kristina F. Findikyan;
5.
Jennifer D. Bishop;
Trial Court Judge:
6.
Judge W.C. (Bud) Kirkendall;
Fourth Court of Appeals:
7.
Chief Justice Sandee Bryan Marion;
8.
Justice Rebeca C. Martinez, (author of Memorandum Opinion
affirmed by the Supreme Court of Texas);
9.
Justice Luz Elena D. Chapa;
All Nine Supreme Court Justices of Texas:
10. Chief Justice Nathan L. Hecht;
11. Justice Paul W. Green;
12. Justice Phil Johnson;
13. Justice John Phillip Devine;
14. Justice Debra Lehrmann;
15. Justice Don R. Willet;
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18. Justice Jeff Brown.
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INITIAL OPENING PRAYER
Our Father, who art in Heaven, hallowed be thy name. Thy Kingdom has
come through thy Son Jesus Christ who was spatially conceived, born of a
virgin, lived a weightless, obedient, and miracle filled life, whose unity with
You was confirmed in his baptism under John, wherein he came straightway
out of the water and the heavens were opened unto him and the spirit of God
(or all space and time) descended upon him like a dove and there was a
voice heard saying; Thou art my only begotten Son in whom I am well
pleased.
Henceforth, all things that Christ experienced was experienced by all
things in the cosmos, as all things in the cosmos were in the body of Christ
Jesus. When he walked upon the water, the mountains trod upon the sea.
When he was crucified, the galaxies groaned. When he died, the cosmos lost
consciousness. When he was resurrected, the universe revived. When he
ascended, he took the galaxies to the highest heaven reconciling all things
unto God who brought all things together in one, Jesus Christ, that there be
no more condemnation for those that love the Son, for God was in Christ
reconciling the world unto Himself.
Thy will be done on earth as it is in Heaven in us as it was in Your Son,
Jesus Christ. Give us this day our daily bread. Thank you for uniting us with
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the heart, soul, mind and strength of thy Son Jesus Christ. Thank you for
forgiving us our debts as we have forgiven our debtors.
Lead us not into temptation, wherein we are lead astray by our own lusts
and enticed. But stir up your word in our hearts and minds and fill us with
the Holy Spirit, so that when the demons are cast out they do not return to us
and find their rooms empty and swept and bring with them seven other
demons more subtle than themselves so that our last state be not worse than
the first.
But deliver us from evil, for thou knowest how to stay the hand of the
wicked, and snare the foot of the trapper, and to open a door of escape for
the innocent. Thou knowest how to deliver the individual from the fiery
furnace, the jaws of lions, and the gallows.
Thou knowest how to deliver whole nations from a charging army on one
side and the deep blue sea on the other. Thou knowest how to deliver whole
cities from certain death under siege. Thou knowest how to deliver thy
people from a conspiracy to murder them in their own habitat. Thou knowest
how to deliver thy people from a world wide conspiracy to enslave the
people of earth by the use of fraudulent paper debt currency, false flag
terrorism, controlled mass media, and crooked courts.
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For Thine is, and Thou art, the Kingdom and the Power of it and the
Glory of it forever and ever. Amen.

1. JURISDICTION
1.1. State of War:
Father, I declare my observation of a continuing state of war against me
commenced by Dylan Baddour, and supported and maintained by his
employer, The Houston Chronicle and its owner, Hearst Communications,
Inc., and joined and expanded by the Judges named herein. The judges know
the facts and how they have perverted justice to protect a reporter and the
Houston Chronicle and Hearst Communications, Inc. after they harmed me.
1.2.

Petitioner sought relief from the state of war in existing courts
and was denied justice by cheating:
Father, I know there is no Appeal to Heaven for deliverance except in
cases where there is no existing judge over the parties or where the existing
judges cheat the injured out of their cause and repair. In this particular case,
I agreed to the jurisdiction of the judge and judicial system in faith that they
would stop the state of war against me and repair my damage caused by the
publication of the worst kind of defamatory lies about me by Dylan Baddour
and the Houston Chronicle that resulted in actual written expressions of
public hatred, ridicule and contempt against me. This you know Father and it
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is known to the judges as well. Dylan Baddour and Hearst Communications,
Inc. also agreed to the jurisdiction of the Courts of Texas.
Father, you have prepared me, like no other, for this event and attack on
me. But in the beginning I thought the attacks against me were limited to
Dylan Baddour and Hearst Communications but they were joined by the
judges who I now see are part of a fabric of people that created the purposely
flawed "Texas Citizens Participation Act" that was pushed through the
Texas Congress by lawyers and mainstream media companies for their own
protection to make fake "homegrown" terrorists with impunity. This You
knew but I did not. I perceive that this is why the courts have cheated me out
of justice and repair. I also perceive that You will yet deliver me from all
their hands even though they have closed the trap on me and my family
already.
Your will was not only to snare Baddour and Hearst in their own trap but
those who created the flawed "Texas Citizens Participation Act" and those
judges who would pervert other laws in order to snare citizens in the said
Act and plunder them and punish them for defending their reputations in
court. They do not believe in you and they do not fear your judgment. Don't
stand up for me alone but for thy own name. I have shown what you can do
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when men are cheated in court and that didn't not frighten them. It is good
and redemptive for them to learn the fear of the Lord.
1.3.

I acknowledge that I would turn to you even if I were guilty of
filing a SLAPP suit worthy of Sanctions against me:
Father I also know that I could turn to you for strength to endure
punishment even if I were guilty of filing a SLAPP (Strategic Lawsuit
Against Public Participation) suit to stop Dylan Baddour from expressing his
freedom of speech. But you know and I know and all the Respondents know
that I did not do that! We all know that Baddour did not produce any
evidence of the expression of his own freedom of speech, association or
petition that the Texas Citizen Participation Act was designed to protect.
There is no evidence on record of how my libel suit prevented Dylan
Baddour from expressing his freedom of speech. Just because a reporter is
sued for libel for "a communication about a public concern" does not mean
the reporter was expressing his own freedom of speech or that the harmed
was trying to prevent the reporter from expressing his freedom of speech.
The Houston Chronicle cannot plead innocent of this knowledge as they
exposed a Houston FOX news anchor women for expressing her freedom of
speech on her Facebook page and she got fired for doing so. The Chronicle
never fired Dylan Baddour for his alleged, but not supported, expression of
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free speech concerning anything about me. The Chronicle got the FOX news
anchor fired during my lawsuit against them.
Baddour wrote two articles that stated facts not opinion about me and the
Republic of Texas. The critical facts that produced public defamation were
false and all the Respondents know it and you know it and I know it.
1.4.

Since I am Innocent of the punishments imposed upon me and
am a victim of their continued state of war I pray for that which will
bring them to repentance to seek forgiveness for their crimes
against me:
I know how to be humble and seek forgiveness for my own sins and
crimes against others. But I have none in this case and all parties know it and
they are part of a larger web of deception to snare other citizens and should
be brought to repentance for their actions. They think they are untouchable
because of the size and strength of their social fabric of lawyers, judges,
newspapers, televisions etc, etc. But I know you can intervene. I also know
that I am not perfect and I seek forgiveness for my own sins but not in any
matter concerning these men for I have done nothing to harm them in any
way and they know it and you know it and I know it. I pray therefore that
you stand up and get your own glory as I have made it known unto them that
you are able and have done so in the past for me and that you will not be
mocked forever and ignored. You know if they get away with what they
have done to me that this will not improve their moral character one bit but
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will open the door even wider for their trap for the people of Texas. They are
unconcerned about fixing their flawed legislation in their so-called "Texas
Citizens Participation Act" and they are therefore all accomplices in this
trap. Show them what happens to those who trap the innocent.
1.5.

Judges expanded the state or war against me by denying me
justice and repair under the law and further entrapped me with
fake law:
All the judges named herein as parties to this perversion of justice are
aware of the facts of this case and have refused to deliver me from the state
of war. These judges have continued the state of war against me, joined in
the violence against me, and added to my injury by trapping me under the
flawed "Texas Citizens Participation Act." They have perverted other laws
to not only deny me relief but to plunder and punish me with mandatory
defense attorney fees, costs, expenses and even SANCTIONS under the
Texas Citizens Participation Act, as if I had done a bad thing. These judges
have cheated me out of a trial by jury and damaged me further by their
decisions in order to protect and reward the violence I have suffered under
Dylan Baddour and Hearst Communications, Inc. I stand upon the shoulders
of John Locke and other Saints before me for my defense and Appeal to
Heaven:
"Sec. 20. But when the actual force is over, the state of war ceases between
those that are in society, and are equally on both sides subjected to the fair
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determination of the law; because then there lies open the remedy of appeal for
the past injury, and to prevent future harm: but where no such appeal is, as in the
state of nature, for want of positive laws, and judges with authority to appeal to,
the state of war once begun, continues, with a right to the innocent party to
destroy the other whenever he can, until the aggressor offers peace, and desires
reconciliation on such terms as may repair any wrongs he has already done, and
secure the innocent for the future; nay, where an appeal to the law, and
constituted judges, lies open, but the remedy is denied by a manifest perverting
of justice, and a barefaced wresting of the laws to protect or indemnify the
violence or injuries of some men, or party of men, there it is hard to imagine any
thing but a state of war: for wherever violence is used, and injury done, though
by hands appointed to administer justice, it is still violence and injury, however
coloured with the name, pretences, or forms of law, the end whereof being to
protect and redress the innocent, by an unbiassed application of it, to all who are
under it; wherever that is not bona fide done, war is made upon the sufferers,
who having no appeal on earth to right them, they are left to the only remedy in
such cases, an appeal to heaven."1

1.6.

Petitioner warned the Supreme Court of Texas of the Pending
Appeal to Heaven if they did not stop the war and stop cheating
him:
The Petitioner plead his case and even warned the Supreme Court of the
pending appeal to Heaven in his Motion for Rehearing if they continued to
make his evidence on file disappear and entrap him to plunder him and
punish him for seeking relief in the Texas Courts. The Petitioner even gave
them evidence of another appeal to Heaven he made that was answered with
powerful and lasting damage to the attorneys who entrapped him in court
years ago. This evidence did not alter their decision as they apparently do
not believe in Appeals to Heaven and its authority and ability to execute
judgment in their world. They do not fear this Court in Heaven or the King
who presides over it and do not believe He or the Court of Heaven can
1

John Locke, Peter Laslett, ed., Two Treatises of Government (Cambridge University Press ©1988), 281
On-line: http://www.constitution.org/jl/2ndtreat.txt
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intervene in the world to alter its course. The Petitioner knows better and
brings this appeal in full confidence that his deliverance is set to be executed
by the order of this Eternal High Court of Heaven served through the panel
of Saints and armies of angels or the mere turning away of His protective
eye from the Respondents for only a moment.
"10 Be wise now therefore, O ye kings: be instructed, ye judges of the earth.
11 Serve the LORD with fear, and rejoice with trembling.
12 Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish from the way, when his wrath is
kindled but a little. Blessed are all they that put their trust in him." (Psalms 2:1012)

1.7.

All Conditions Precedent have been performed by the
Respondents for this Appeal to Heaven:
All conditions precedent for this Appeal to Heaven have been met by the
manifest perversion of existing case law to protect and indemnify the
violence of Dylan Baddour and Hearst Communication, Inc. against me.
And further they have employed the flawed "Texas Citizens Participation
Act" knowing of its flaws to trap and plunder me. And this trap is not only
meant for me but for all citizens of Texas. Therefore Father, my deliverance
will not only spring open a door of escape for me but for many other
innocent people in Texas in this age of fake news.
All the Respondents in this Appeal to Heaven are participants and
combatants in the war against me. Dylan Baddour and Hearst
Communications, Inc. had used written and graphic material to falsely make
me a terrorist of the worst kind and thereby expose me to written public
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expressions of hatred, contempt and ridicule. The Respondent Justices have
joined in the violence to deny me protection from continued injury and deny
me repair and have used sorceries of perverted interpretations of law to
make my statutory matter-of-law per se evidence of defamation and libel
disappear and to convert lies into truth. All the Respondents have employed
the intentionally flawed "Texas Citizens Participation Act" to not only deny
me justice but to plunder and punish me and my family for seeking peace
and repair in the Texas Judicial system.
1.8.

This Appeal to Heaven has been perfected by Avery's Prayers on
his knees and face and confirmed by tears of joy and strength:
No one can perfect an Appeal to Heaven unless they believe that there is a
court in Heaven and that it is open to all who call upon it in faith having
exhausted all their earthly remedies trusting that this Heavenly Court is a
rewarder of those who seek it with just cause:
"But without faith it is impossible to please him: for he that cometh to God must
believe that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them that diligently seek him."
Hebrews 11:6

No one can perfect an Appeal to Heaven without a just cause and a
showing of how they are being entrapped and destroyed without cause. They
must believe that God will not sit by and do nothing forever and that God
will not tolerate being mocked while his innocent citizens are harmed by
those who sow violence and lies:
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"Be not deceived; God is not mocked: for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall
he also reap." Galatians 6:7

In order to perfect an Appeal to Heaven one must believe that their own
petition and prayer will be heard and redress of grievances ordered and
executed. Avery has seen and experienced the proclamation of Isaiah and he
has seen it and endures it now in the temporal courts of Texas:
"Yea, truth faileth; and he that departeth from evil maketh himself a prey: and
the LORD saw it, and it displeased him that there was no judgment." Isaiah
59:15

I have shown respect unto the temporal courts of Texas believing they
would deliver me from the violence and lies of Dylan Baddour and the
Houston Chronicle and its owner, Hearst Communications, Inc., as you well
know the temporal "State of Texas" has published a statute that defines libel
of which I suffered:
"Sec. 73.001 ELEMENTS OF LIBEL. A libel is a defamation expressed in
written or other graphic form that tends to blacken the memory of the dead or
that tends to injure a living person's reputation and thereby expose the
person to public hatred, contempt or ridicule, or financial injury or to
impeach any person's honesty, integrity, virtue, or reputation or to publish the
natural defects of anyone and thereby expose the person to public hatred,
ridicule, or financial injury." (Bolding added)

But the said courts and judges took upon themselves omnipotent power to
make the evidence of public written expressions of hatred, contempt and
ridicule disappear as if it did not exist and had not been entered into
evidence. I repeat here the 9 of 23 (40%) expressions written in the blog
under the online article by Dylan Baddour:
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"Terrence Steele said, "Maybe these flks need to be sent to Gitmo."
Texian Blast said, "Just a bunch of gun freak malcontents"
TSUJones said, "this is the result of under-funded public education. I don't see a
lot of MBA's in this photo. i saw laborers mentioned in the article. What
happened to voting in change ? Texas already has the most effective voter
suppression laws in effect. Minorities have no voice at the state level. States
rights are in full effect. What more could these people want ? Of course they
think their .223 assault rifles are going to hold off a nuclear superpower with
armed drones. Whats going to happen to the cell phone towers ??"
OMG said, "Their energy would be better suited into improving their
communities and thus our state."
Sam58 said, "These folks actually meet in person, a younger crowd will play
this fantasy game online. It will probably be wildly successful...patriots can
shoot illegal aliens, build border walls all while gathering tokens, er, money to
get elected president."
Walter said, "Inaccurate Headline. "Should read: Ever hopeful and DELUDED,
Texas secessionists face long, long odds."
Scroggins said, "what a sad and deluded bunch."
otimio said, "They are traitors, terrorists wanting to harm the U.S.A., just like
the Muslim terrorists, round them up and put them in GITMO, give them the
"Enhanced Interrogation"
Rhymes With Right said, "....Given that their advocacy of secession is
completely peaceful and they are not acting violently, they cannot be viewed as
making war against the United States. Nor are they adhering to or offering aid
and comfort to any enemy. What they are instead doing is engaging in peaceful
political advocacy on behalf of their crackpot cause."2

But Justice Martinez said, and all the 4th Court of Appeals judges and all
the Supreme Court Justices agreed that:
"We conclude Avery did not satisfy his prima facie burden. Even if the captions
incorrectly identified Avery as a secessionist, falsely implied Avery renounced
his U.S. citizenship, incorrectly identified the Texians as secessionists, and
falsely implied Avery was a member of a secessionist organization, the gist of
the articles is substantially true: the Republic of Texas is a volunteer, nonviolent organization premised on the belief that Texas is a sovereign nation and
whose goal it is to legally extricate itself from the United States. No reasonable
reader would conclude—as argued by Avery—that either he or the Republic of
Texas is a “far-right fascist, neo-Nazi, part of the growing right-wing terrorist
threat.” The only evidence of such a conclusion is Avery’s own allegations."
(Bolding added)

2

All written comments found on pages 98 through 104 of the Fourth Court of Appeals Record and
referenced in all Avery's Briefs both in the 4th Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court of Texas.
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The bolded statement is an outright barefaced lie. These statements in the
blog were entered into the record by Baddour and Hearst from the very
beginning and they were referenced throughout the appeal.
My Father in Heaven, the conclusion of the Fourth Court's last paragraph
above is perverted thinking and misses the whole point of libel. These
deceiving judges have simply found some truth in the article and then called
the whole article "substantially true." But this is absurd! The critical
question to answer is; was the part of the article that caused or connected me
to the expressions of public hatred, ridicule and contempt true? No! They
were false!
Baddour and Hearst falsely published that I was a member of the
"Republic of Texas." And then they falsely published that the Republic of
Texas was a "secessionists organization." And they linked those falsehoods
to other articles about other secessionists meeting with far-right fascists and
neo-Nazis in Russia and other articles about the growing right-wing terror
threat being worse than the Muslim terror threat.
The whole article and its linked articles and photographs must be taken as
a whole and the courts discounted and ignored the links about other
secessionists going to Russia to meet with "far-right fascist," and "neoNazis." The courts also discounted and ignored the links that talked about
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the "growing right-wing terrorist threat" that now exceeds the Muslim terror
threat in America. It was reasonable for 40 percent of the readers to
conclude that I was a secessionist and therefore right wing and therefore a
terrorist worse than or equal to Muslim terrorists that needed to be water
boarded at GITMO.
Baddour lied and built upon those lies to create a fake terrorist threat on
the weekend of 9/11/2015. Why else would he and the Houston Chronicle
wait five months before printing it on the front page of the Newspaper? How
does a five month old story get on the front page otherwise? All the Final
Respondents know that Baddour published a libelous article to create fake
terrorists and alarm the public about a false threat. This is the worst kind of
libel but they have cheated me out of repair and paved the way for this to
happen to others in the future. They are laying a trap for anyone who wants
to be delivered from fake news by seeking justice in Texas courts.
Father, let not the newspapers continue this wicked alliance with the
judicial system in Texas they have created with the so-called "Texas
Citizens Participation Act" to snare innocent citizens when they seek truth
and justice. Father, break the teeth off their trap and expose their treachery to
the public and deliver me to a place where they nor their wicked friends may
continue their devious schemes upon me.
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Father is it not obvious to all that this is a barefaced wresting of the law to
deny me and all other innocent citizens a fair trial and just repair when
libeled by newspapers creating fake news and fake terrorists?
The deceiving judges have further perverted case law by simply saying
that because much of the articles were true that the lies that connected me to
the material generating the expressions of hatred were "substantially true."
This is outrageous and inexcusable and they know it and I know it and you
know it. And now Father make it public by doing something to bring
attention of the entire state about what is going on with this crooked and
wicked alliance between fake news and fake law in Texas. Amen
Thou knowest that it is not substantially true that I am a "member" of the
"Republic of Texas." Thou knowest that it is not "substantially true" that I
am a "secessionist" but rather have been an outspoken opponent of it for at
least 15 years as the record shows. Thou knowest that it is not "substantially
true" that the "Republic of Texas" is a "secessionist organization" as the
record shows. And therefore the leading, expected and intended deduction
cannot be made substantially true that I am part of the "growing right-wing
terror threat in America that is worse than Muslim terrorism" that needs to
be "sent to GITMO and be given the enhanced interrogation."
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Father, you know those lies about me were defamatory and resulted in
actual written expressions of public hatred, contempt and ridicule. And you
also know I was not the only one who has alleged that the articles were
defamatory because I did not allege anything that was not expressed in
writing by others who read the article. Father, you know it, I know it and all
the Respondents know it. Will you Father allow them to devour me and my
family with these lies, perversions and traps? I know Thee better than that!
Father, the lies, purposeful omissions and distortions in my cause reveal a
manifest perversion of justice and a barefaced wresting of the law to cheat
me and trap me as you well know and now I make my perfected Appeal to
Heaven and jurisdiction has passed from the temporal courts of the earth to
Heaven just as David did:
"9 And David said to Saul, Wherefore hearest thou men's words, saying,
Behold, David seeketh thy hurt?
10 Behold, this day thine eyes have seen how that the LORD had delivered thee
to day into mine hand in the cave: and some bade me kill thee: but mine eye
spared thee; and I said, I will not put forth mine hand against my lord; for he is
the LORD'S anointed.
11 Moreover, my father, see, yea, see the skirt of thy robe in my hand: for in
that I cut off the skirt of thy robe, and killed thee not, know thou and see that
there is neither evil nor transgression in mine hand, and I have not sinned
against thee; yet thou huntest my soul to take it.
12 The LORD judge between me and thee, and the LORD avenge me of thee:
but mine hand shall not be upon thee."1 Samuel 24:9-12

This too is my prayer that I am innocent of the temporal court judgment
under the "Texas Citizens Participation Act" finding that I filed a SLAPP
(Strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation) suit designed to prevent
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Dylan Baddour from expressing his Constitutional Right of Free Speech.
Thou knowest that I did not do that and I do not care what Dylan Baddour's
personal opinion of me is and he can publish that all day, everyday. But
Baddour did not express his personal opinion, as you know. Baddour
constructed articles with reference to me and published them as a matter of
fact. These facts were false and defamatory resulting in my exposure to
public hatred, contempt and ridicule. That is Libel by legal definition. And
Baddour and Hearst Communications Inc. and the said courts and judges
cheated me out of a trial before my peers and just repair and exemplary
damages. I ask to be delivered from those who have lied and cheated me and
make me, the injured innocent party, into the evil one that needs to be
punished with mandatory sanctions.
All the Respondents are appeasing the wicked fabricators of the "Texas
Citizens Participation Act" at the "Freedom of Information Foundation of
Texas," packed with media companies and law firms. I have not harmed any
rights of Dylan Baddour in an attempt to deliver myself from being labeled a
terrorist on the front page of the Houston Chronicle where millions of
readers can still find the article online where I was subjected to actual
expressions of public hatred, ridicule and contempt. That is LIBEL!
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I also appeal to Heaven as I did nothing wrong to Baddour and he has
harmed me and went to war against me and others without cause:
Wherefore I have not sinned against thee, but thou doest me wrong to war
against me: the LORD the Judge be judge this day between the children of Israel
and the children of Ammon. Judges 11:27

Therefore, I pray to the Eternal Court of Heaven that the Lord and Judge,
Jesus

Christ,

judge

between

me

and

Dylan

Baddour,

Hearst

Communications, Inc., and all 13 judges in my case herein. They all know I
have not harmed Dylan Baddour or prevented him from expressing his
constitutional right of free speech to publish his opinion about me. But he
cannot publish false facts about me that result in my exposure to public
hatred, contempt and ridicule. Baddour was not exercising his free speech by
publishing his opinion about me, if he was he would have been fired by the
Houston Chronicle just as the Chronicle aided in getting Houston FOX
News anchor, Scarlett Fakhar, fired for giving her opinion about the election
of Donald Trump on her Facebook page.3 This is an egregious double
standard that the Houston Chronicle is allowed to exercise simultaneously.
No editorial free speech is normally published on the front page as factual
news.

3

www.PostWTC.com/fake-news-law.pdf
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2. ACKNOWLEGEMENT OF GOD'S ROLE IN THIS CASE
2.1.

God gave me this case to start with and I should finish it in faith
that He will finish well what he started:
Father, it is acknowledged by me, and others that know of it, that you
gave me this lawsuit to start with and it was your will that this happen to me
and that mainstream media would attack me and that I would find out about
it immediately from other men in the journalism business and know that
what mainstream media did to me was wrong.
2.2. It was miraculous that I even learned of these libelous articles:
I looked for the article to appear in the Houston Chronicle after Baddour
attended the meeting the subject of this lawsuit. I looked for it for two or
three weeks and gave up thinking that it was not news worthy. Then five
months later I am called by my friend who is the roving editor for the
American Free Press and he tells me he is in the Bush International Airport
in Houston about to board a plane for Washington D.C. to cover Congress.
He told me he saw my name on the front page under a picture of somebody
else. But he says the picture was taken at my Taphouse in McQueeney
Texas. Baddour worked on this article for five months and published it on
the weekend of 9/11/15 obviously to alarm the readers about the growing
right-wing terror threat in America and one of the groups is the Republic of
Texas which they say are secessionists and that I am a member of it. What
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are the chances that I would even hear about this article? No one else called
me about it. My friend is seldom in the Bush International Airport. What a
miracle in timing! I learned of the article the day it lands on the street from
someone who is rarely in Houston!
2.3. I had no choice but to sue Baddour and Hearst:
This claim of Baddour and the Houston Chronicle was too large to go uncontested. What could one be called that is worse than a terrorist? Are we
going to get conditioned to accept without contest the idea that terrorists are
all over the place and maybe each one of us is one? This is outrageous! No
one should call or imply anyone is a terrorist unless they have hard proof of
it! Who in their right mind would let such an implication go unchallenged
unless they were guilty? When should one defend their name if they won't
when called a terrorist? So Father what were my options? I could either be a
terrorist in the minds of millions of Houston Chronicle readers or be snared
and plundered by the Texas Citizens Participation Act. This is entrapment,
and it is set for all people in Texas, and soon for all people in the entire
United States. Thou knowest how to deliver your people and I pray that you
get your glory through this lawsuit. Amen.
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2.4.

I consulted a seasoned trial lawyer about this case before filing it
and some after filing it:
After meeting with my long time friend and lawyer who has an excellent
trial lawyer rating, we determined that I had a very good libel lawsuit and
that it should be filed and that $10 million was not out of line to seek for
damages because of the egregiousness of the claim of being a terrorist which
was also severe damage on its face.
2.5. This Case is not over until God says its over:
No doubt that I have exhausted my earthly appeals to those that occupy
the seats of de facto judicial power on earth where I live to provide a legal
remedy and repair for the harm done to me by Dylan Baddour and the
Houston Chronicle and its owner, Hearst Communications, Inc., But my
appeal is just begun in Heaven before the Eternal Court and King, Jesus
Christ. Now I would be faithless to presume that just because I lost in court
because of the cheating and barefaced wresting of the law that this case is
closed forever. No! This case is just beginning!
2.6.

This case is not finished because it is not limited to Baddour and
Hearst:
The Lord knew I would file this case and he knew I could handle it and
carry it beyond what the courts would anticipate. We shall see who all the
Lord will catch in their own nets. Yes, the trappers are spread out much
wider than just Baddour and Hearst and the media and their net is spread to
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catch all the people of Texas, not just me. The fabric of trappers includes the
judges that conspired against me and with the legislative attorneys and
lawyers with the Freedom of Information Foundation of Texas4 (FOIFT) that
drafted the "Texas Citizens Participation Act" (TCPA) which is really a
mainstream media libel protection act. The Lord knew that I would publicize
this case and the Appeal To Heaven so that He could rule over them all and
show them His own glory and how they should rule justly in his stead.
I presumed the trap set for me was sprung only by a reporter and the
company he worked for. But it turned out to include every judge that heard
the case, and the FOIFT and the Legislature that knowingly passed the
flawed TCPA and the lawyers and media companies that lobbied the Texas
Congress to get it passed. This is the whole fabric of people that have laid a
trap for the citizens of Texas so they would be without protection when
libeled by the mainstream media.

3. PETITION
3.1.

I pray that I can stand with power before those who have
ensnared me:
Jesus, how hard it is to picture myself standing before a judge to hear the
attorneys of those who have harmed me and the judges and courts that have
cheated me in the daylight determine how much I am to pay them and how
4

http://www.FOIFT.org
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much I should pay them for sanctions as if I had harmed them. This is evil
and Thou knowest it! I pray that you prepare me to stand before them
fearlessly and give them what ever they ask knowing that it will be required
of them many times over until they pay me all that I sought in their crooked
courts before their crooked judges and crooked legislation:
"8 Behold, I have made thy face strong against their faces, and thy forehead
strong against their foreheads.
9 As an adamant harder than flint have I made thy forehead: fear them not,
neither be dismayed at their looks, though they be a rebellious house." Ezekiel
3:8-9

Make my forehead like heat treated steel that they actually fear me in
their presence. Let all that they extract from me be a curse upon them all
until they return it all and sanction them to the level I asked for from them in
their courts. And do not take Thy hand off them until they observe that Thou
art my protection.
3.2.

I have acquired the right of force to deliver myself but it would be
futile and it would not glorify Thee:
Even though you have granted me the right of force to deliver myself
from this unjust state of war that now continues, and will continue against
me until I am repaired, to hurt the Respondents, my hand shall not be on
those who have injured me and entrapped me. This is because it is not my
will nor your will that they be harmed but that they be saved and stop
cheating and fear the real law and the God who made it.
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But I do make this Appeal to Heaven that I be delivered by the Almighty
hand of God who does know how to administer justice in his Kingdom
which he now rules from His throne in Heaven. I also pray that all those who
have laid these traps for me and my fellow citizens that they be taught a
lesson that they cannot entrap and ensnare and plunder the innocent with
their perversions of legislation and law and that they repent and stand for the
real law of your creation:
"1 And the word of the LORD came unto me, saying,
2 Son of man, prophesy against the shepherds of Israel, prophesy, and say unto
them, Thus saith the Lord GOD unto the shepherds; Woe be to the shepherds of
Israel that do feed themselves! should not the shepherds feed the flocks?
3 Ye eat the fat, and ye clothe you with the wool, ye kill them that are fed: but
ye feed not the flock.
4 The diseased have ye not strengthened, neither have ye healed that which was
sick, neither have ye bound up that which was broken, neither have ye brought
again that which was driven away, neither have ye sought that which was lost;
but with force and with cruelty have ye ruled them.
5 And they were scattered, because there is no shepherd: and they became meat
to all the beasts of the field, when they were scattered.
6 My sheep wandered through all the mountains, and upon every high hill: yea,
my flock was scattered upon all the face of the earth, and none did search or
seek after them.
7 ¶Therefore, ye shepherds, hear the word of the LORD;
8 As I live, saith the Lord GOD, surely because my flock became a prey, and
my flock became meat to every beast of the field, because there was no
shepherd, neither did my shepherds search for my flock, but the shepherds fed
themselves, and fed not my flock;
9 Therefore, O ye shepherds, hear the word of the LORD;
10 Thus saith the Lord GOD; Behold, I am against the shepherds; and I will
require my flock at their hand, and cause them to cease from feeding the flock;
neither shall the shepherds feed themselves any more; for I will deliver my flock
from their mouth, that they may not be meat for them." Ezekiel 34:1-10

This I pray to come to pass for these judges who have laid traps for the
people of Texas and worked together to strengthen the traps and deny the
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people justice in their own courts. I pray that they no longer eat of the
injustice they knowingly cause in their courts. I pray that the Respondent
judges repent of their deeds and fight against those who continue to
indemnify the trappers of the people.
3.3.

I pray that what they take from me contaminates all they have
until I am restored fully with all the repair I have sought through
their courts:
I pray that whatever these violent liars and cheaters dressed in black robes
take from me be accursed for them and those they reward with it and that it
contaminate everything they have until they give every cent back to me and
that they give me all that I have prayed for in their temporal courts of Texas.
Father, I don't see how you can do this but I believe you can do it and that it
will be your desire to get your just Glory not for my sake or even the sake of
the people of Texas but for your own name's sake. To do nothing Lord will
only cause them to do more of the same to all men. I know that is not your
will.
Who rotates the earth? Who drives the galaxies and the atoms alike? Who
spoke the cosmos into existence and raises up and brings down nations?
They do not fear you and their knees should knock together in fear and
weakness that any should need to turn to you from their courts. But they
laugh at me and you alike and think me mad to write this. They think
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nothing of cheating me and entrapping me and taking the inheritance of my
children to pay those who have harmed me. I can now leave nothing to my
children including my name which they have destroyed. God forbid!
3.4. I pray that Thou Glorify Thyself:
Father, thank you for granting us free will to do as we think right and to
resist evil willingly. But also thank you that you do not let evil thrive
unpunished forever. Show those that flaunt corruption and deny remedy by a
barefaced perversion of justice as a fine luxury be shown the glory and fear
of the Lord:
"10 Enter into the rock, and hide thee in the dust, for fear of the LORD, and for
the glory of his majesty.
11 The lofty looks of man shall be humbled, and the haughtiness of men shall
be bowed down, and the LORD alone shall be exalted in that day.
12 For the day of the LORD of hosts shall be upon every one that is proud and
lofty, and upon every one that is lifted up; and he shall be brought low:" (Isaiah
2:10-12)

Are the fake news publishers and lawyers and judges haughty and lifted
up with pride? They know they are as well as us.
3.5.

I pray that your judgment not cease upon them until I am
restored to the level that I prayed of the Temporal Courts:
Jesus, the Respondents have not only cheated me out of my right to a fair
trial before a jury of my peers preventing any repair seen fit by a jury, but
they have entrapped me and transformed me into the one who has harmed
Dylan Baddour and the Houston Chronicle and Hearst Communications, Inc.
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This is intolerable and their lies about me and the Republic of Texas are still
available for all to see.
I therefore pray that you intervene and glorify yourself to demonstrate that
you are the King and the temporal courts exist in Your Kingdom and they
cannot cheat people out of justice and twice more when they entrap the
innocent. Make them fear you when they contemplate such crimes because
they judge for you in your place and it must be just for you have spoken it:
"6 And said to the judges, Take heed what ye do: for ye judge not for man, but
for the LORD, who is with you in the judgment.
7 Wherefore now let the fear of the LORD be upon you; take heed and do it: for
there is no iniquity with the LORD our God, nor respect of persons, nor taking
of gifts." (2 Chronicles 19:6-7)

But Father, these Respondent judges fear thee not as even I have shown
evidence of your ability to intervene during judicial matters. It is good for
them to know fear to do justice, therefore be good to them and show them
fear that they repent and glorify thee.
What are their gifts they have taken? The judges seek to appease their
professional associates and law firms and the fabric of lawyers and major
news media they serve. Let that become bitterness in their mouth that they
spit it out and do your will Father.
These judges know they have entrapped me and I and others have shown
it to them but they persist in their war against me because they have placed
their trust in the temporal state not in the everlasting Almighty God in Christ
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Jesus. Now I pray that You stand up in Heaven and send forth thy angels and
show them that they cannot lay traps for the innocent as you have said:
"14 Thou shalt not curse the deaf, nor put a stumblingblock before the blind, but
shalt fear thy God: I am the LORD.
15 Ye shall do no unrighteousness in judgment: thou shalt not respect the
person of the poor, nor honour the person of the mighty: but in righteousness
shalt thou judge thy neighbour." (Leviticus 19:14-15)

Was I not blind when I filed this suit against Dylan Baddour and Hearst
Communications, Inc.? Did I know that these judges could make my hard
evidence of exposure to public hatred, ridicule and contempt disappear and
change lies into substantial truth with their tricks? Yes, Father I was blind to
their stumbling blocks and tricks and deceptions they call law. They have
laid a trap for all who file a libel suit in Texas. Let this not stand against me
and the people of Texas. Show them what Thou canst do with just a little
displeasure. Amen
3.6. Bring them to me for terms of peace with me and You:
Father, bring these trappers and liars to me to ask for forgiveness from
me to escape their own trap and judgment for their deeds. Yes they know
their own deeds that they are evil as I have shown it to them and it has only
made them angry and worse as happened with the Pharaoh. They have
hardened their hearts towards me.
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3.7.

Thank you Father for this Lawsuit and for bringing it to this
stage of appeal as was your will from the beginning:
Father, I also pray that these Respondents repent and work to repeal the
Texas Citizens Participation Act as it is a short circuit of real justice and
snares those who have been harmed by libel in this age of "fake news" when
justice is needed most to save our society from the devices of those very few
super wealthy corporations that own the mainstream news. I pray that this
lawsuit be the end of the Texas Citizens Participation Act in Texas. Amen
Thank you Father for bringing this lawsuit to me and showing me how far
you wanted it to go. I now commend it to you that it is now in your hands
and under your jurisdiction to do as you see fit and I know that will be just
for all people of Texas. I praise you Father and thank you for allowing me to
participate in your work on earth and to know and use the works of those
great saints before me upon whose shoulders I stand and have made known
to the parties to this lawsuit.

I ask and proclaim all this in the name of
Thy Son, Jesus Christ, Amen
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Filed in the Kingdom of Heaven
on Earth online on:
10th day of March, in the year of
our Lord and Savior 2017 by
Ronald F. Avery

Receipt into the Court of Heaven before God
Confirmed by Chills
at 11:15 Am Sunday April 2, 2017.
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